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Abstract
Because of its success, XML is increasingly used in many different application areas,
and is moving towards the center of applications, evolving from an exchange format to the
native data format of application components. These developments suggest that similar
to other core areas of application design, XML should be designed conceptually before the
implementation tasks of designing markup and writing schemas are approached. In this
paper, we describe why conceptual modeling will become an important part of the XML
landscape, what issues need to be addressed, and what the requirements for a conceptual
modeling language for XML are.

1

Introduction

Since its introduction in 1998, XML has become one of the most influential standards in the IT
industry. XML’s spectrum is much wider than originally anticipated, when XML was merely
planned to be “SGML on the Web” (the title of the W3C working group which created XML).
XML today spans many dimensions, it is used for very small data packets (for example, sensor
and actuator messages in building automation) or for encoding genome sequences of several
gigabytes. It is used as a pure over-the-wire encoding, but it also increasingly penetrates
applications through a multitude of related technologies, it is even starting to get built into
programming languages [22, 28]. It is used in contexts where data models already exist
and modeling methodologies have been established, or it is used on an ad-hoc basis because
XML-related technologies are wide-spread, easy to use, and thus have a low barrier-to-entry.
In this paper, we claim that despite XML’s success in a multitude of areas, so far no conceptual modeling language has evolved, and we claim that such a modeling language would
be beneficial in many scenarios. XML is moving ahead towards the core of applications,
and the closer XML gets, the more components will have to deal with XML, and a concise
and formally sound conceptual model would greatly increase XML’s utility for building software. Already today, many developers are struggling with XML Schema’s complexity and its
inappropriateness as a conceptual model.
In a recent study [14], it has been shown that conceptual modeling is used by many software
developers, mainly for the purpose of database design, but also for software engineering.
The most frequently used methods were ER diagramming, data flow diagramming, systems
flowcharting, workflow modeling, RAD, and UML. While the more complex methods such
1
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as RAD and UML may only be used in bigger projects, at least some kind of conceptual
modeling is used in many cases. Right now, there is no established way how XML-centric
software projects could on the one hand use conceptual modeling, and on the other hand
create a model which also contains XML-specific features.
In this paper, we first briefly look at the different view that different users of XML, possibly having backgrounds, may have (Section 2). We then move on to describe the consequences
of these different views in the form of open questions that need to be solved for a conceptual
modeling language for XML to become a reality (Section 3). We follow with some requirements, structured into functional and non-functional issues (Section 4). After this, we give a
brief overview of two existing approaches and the general approach we envision for designing a
conceptual modeling language for XML (Section 5). We then conclude the paper with listing
related work and identifying future work issues.

2

Views of XML

One of the main reasons why so far there have been no coordinated efforts to come up with a
true XML conceptual modeling language probably is the wide diversity of XML usages. On
the one hand, XML may appear in rather low layers in applications where it is simply used to
provide an encoding for structured data. On the other hand, XML-centric applications may
have a data model that is built around XML and they use this data model using different kinds
of XML-oriented software components, for example XSLT-based transformers or XQuerybased querying. In the latter case, ironically, data may never really be encoded in XML
syntax in some serialized document. Instead, the software components rely on the XMLbased data model and data transfer between components may use any bilaterally negotiated
encoding, for example as a binary structure for better performance.
As can be seen, XML can be used on very different layers of a software architecture,
and if it is purely used as an encoding for instances of an otherwise specified model, there
is no need for an conceptual XML model to exist. All that is necessary are mappings of
the application model and the XML encoding. An example for this kind of XML-as-syntax
approach is XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) [40], which is often mistaken as a way for
modeling XML instances. Instead, XMI is a way for serializing MOF-compliant models (i.e.,
instances of MOF-compliant metamodels). As such, XMI does not have anything to do with
XML itself; it is simply using XML as a syntax for encoding structured information (in this
case, a model). The same can be said for ORM-ML [15], which is only a way of encoding
ORM models using XML.
Thus, when talking about conceptual modeling for XML we mean models which are designed to describe and cover the full extent of XML. Whether this full extent should be XML
1.0 [7], namespace-compliant XML 1.0 [6], the Infoset [13], the XPath 1.0 data model [11],
Infoset+PSVI [51], or the XQuery 1.0 and XPath 2.0 Data Model [25] remains to be seen.
Currently, the XQuery 1.0 and XPath 2.0 Data Model seems to be the most promising candidate for becoming the de-facto data model for XML, in particular because XQuery and the
next version of SQL/XML (informally named SQL/XML:2007) are both based on this data
model.
Apart from the question of whether or not XML applications require the use of a conceptual model and whether it should be based on a specific flavor of existing data models,
there also is an interesting diversity of views of XML. Since data modeling is not a totally
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objective and fully defined process, it is heavily influenced by the experience and knowledge
of the person creating a model. There are many different flavors in data modeling, but the
two most important which are always identified in the context of XML are people with a
history in (relational) databases, and people with a history in document processing.
The most striking difference between these two domains is that data within a database
is tightly connected with the overall structure of the database; it cannot be extracted from
the database without a loss of information, data always co-exists with the schema. In contrast, most document formats use self-contained document models, so that each document
(fragment) contains all the information which is necessary to process it. This difference is the
reason why people with a database background need to get used to the self-describing nature
of XML and the fact that there may not even be a model (i.e., a schema), while people with
a document-processing background do not find this unusual in any way.
Apart from this difference in relationship between data and the model, there are other
differences between the two worlds.

2.1

Database Background

The database world has a well-established methodology of different modeling layers, in most
cases these are the conceptual, the logical, and the physical layer. Starting from this worldview, it might be tempting to stick to the established conceptual modeling methodology and
view XML as a different way to represent data on the logical layer, so XML becomes an
implementation of a conceptual model.

ER*-Models

???

DDL

SQL

XML Schema

DML

SQL

XQuery

Conceptual Model

Logical Model

Figure 1: Modeling Layers and Languages

Such a mapping from a conceptual model from the relational database world to XML
structures is not very hard to define (because XML’s tree structure is more versatile than
the table-oriented relational model), and several mappings have been proposed [26, 30, 34],
some of them based on ER-models, other on table structures. Based on the modeling layers
and languages shown in Figure 1, these approaches present a path from the relational realm
(conceptual or logical layer) to the logical layer in the XML realm.
Reverse approaches have been presented as well, taking an existing XML schema and
mapping it to a relational model, either conceptual or logical [17, 27, 31, 37, 42]. In both
cases, however, the two worlds are mixed, and depending on the particular approach, this
for example may lead to XML structures which are awkward to deal with. While technically
this process results in XML structures containing all the information specified in the model,
working with this XML with XML technologies such as XQuery, XSLT, or DOM can become
very cumbersome.
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The other and equally important problem is that any model from the relational world
naturally takes only into account the features inherent to the relational approach, while
XML features are not supported at all. Among these features are important concepts such
as mixed content, complex content models including alternatives, and the general idea of
hierarchically structured data. Any modeling language which should be used to exploit the
full power of XML should support these features, and thus the mapping approach is an
interesting approach for migration and integration scenarios, but not appropriate for XMLcentric scenarios because there is no relational legacy.
Thus, while the world of relational databases has a strong background in using conceptual
modeling, it also has led many people to believe that the relational-oriented ER-models that
have been successfully used for 30 years are the only way to do conceptual modeling. This,
however, is only true if the implementation target is a relational database system, and for
other targets (such as XML), there may be a model impedance mismatch when employing
relational-oriented conceptual models for XML-oriented logical models.

2.2

Document Background

The majority of the database world has successfully lived with the relational model for the
last 20 to 30 years. In document engineering and processing, however, this model has never
really caught on. In document engineering, the established practice is to use schema languages for defining documents on the logical level, and conceptual models are seldom used
systematically. Renear et al. [44] have noted that this may lead to problems because “both
content developers and application engineers must rely upon prose documentation, or, worse,
conjectures about the intention of the markup language designer.” Thus, having a higher
level model in document engineering often also would be useful.
One of the main obstacles in document engineering is that very often document models
are much more open than traditional relational models. Document schemas often allow a
multitude of different combinations of the basic building blocks of the markup vocabulary.
This kind of model thus is easier to describe and understand than most relational models,
because the variability between different instances is high. Lee et al. [35] discuss the practical
and fundamental problems of mapping semistructured models to relational databases. For
restrictive document schemas (basically, those that could be mapped easily to relational models), it is much easier to understand and specify the semantics of all possible combinations of
structural elements.
Many of XML’s features that database-oriented users find minor or not really important
are central to document engineering. Mixed content, open content (the ability to allow markup
from other vocabularies, which may not be known in advance), recursive content models, and
the ability to specify complex content models are indispensable from a document engineering
viewpoint, and these features must be accessible on any modeling layer. So any conceptual
modeling language not providing access to these features will not be usable for document
engineering.
A last interesting difference between database and document views is that in most document engineering applications, there exists the concept of a document as a self-contained
entity. It may have links to other documents or to other content, but it is more or less a
stand-alone entity. In XML, this is often implemented in the sense that these entities are
implemented as documents, and any connections with other entities are modeled with linking
mechanisms such as XLink [16]. While these inter-document links are out of scope of any
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established XML schema language, a conceptual modeling language should be able to cover
the full spectrum of a document engineering model, supporting the concepts of self-contained
documents, as well as intra- and inter-document associations.

3

Open Questions

Dfferent views of XML and different applications of XML make it hard to define one conceptual model of XML which is appropriate and useful for all or at least the majority of
XML users. One of the main challenges of the conceptual model thus is to find the set of
requirements which is best suited to create a language which on the one hand is not overly
complex, but on the other hand flexible and user-friendly enough to be of utility for a large
share of XML users.
Most approaches so far (as presented in Section 6) have their background in a very specific
world-view and the goal to improve the support for XML with that world-view in mind. This
world-view often is an existing conceptual model which then is extended to cater for some
XML-specific features. In most cases, the selection of supported XML-specific features is
directly driven by the application scenario. For example, an astonishing number of XMLoriented extensions of the ER-model do not support mixed content, even though this is one
of the core features of XML.
The core questions that need to be approached when working towards conceptual modeling
for a large share of XML users are the following:
1. Choose a data model: What exactly is XML? The actual content of XML documents
is not the same for all XML users, but the XQuery 1.0 and XPath 2.0 Data Model [25]
is becoming the universal data model for XML. This, however, goes beyond what can
be represented in XML documents, because of the concepts of sequences and the PSVI
contributions.
2. Define a schema formalism: Based on the chosen data model, a formalism must be
defined which is able to describe and constrain instances of the model. The main
directions so far seem to be either ER-inspired or based on tree grammars, and this
reflects the core of the problem: Choose associations or hierarchies. A truly flexible
formalism should be able to cover both aspects.
3. Design user interfaces: Finally, the schema formalism should be used as the foundation
for user-friendly notations, the most important being a graphical notation and textual
notations. It would be wise to follow the example of RELAX NG and its compact
syntax and provide XML- as well as non-XML-based textual notations.
While there have been several efforts to work on solutions in all of these areas, to our
knowledge so far there has been no attempt to approach all of these fields. Only a coordinated
effort will lead to a conceptual methodology which would have a chance to become a widely
accepted technology for XML users.

4

Requirements

One of the first questions that we need to answer is what would be the requirements of a
conceptual modeling method for XML. In this paper, we concentrate on the premise that
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XML is not simply a mechanism for modeling documents, but a ubiquitous format for representing any type of data. As such the requirements from a conceptual modeling methodology
for XML will be no different from those of any current conceptual modeling methodology, although some of the nuances of XML are bound to affect the way structures are conceptualized
for eventual modeling in XML. Chen [10] motivates his original presentation of the Entity
Relationship approach as a method of unification of different levels of conceptualization of
information. He identifies four levels of information representation — (i) concepts of objects
and their associations in our minds, (ii) structures of such information actually represented by
data, although not in any specific form, (iii) structures with a distinct form of data without
any enforced access paths, and finally (iv) structures of data with access-path dependency.
Chen identifies conceptual models such as the Entity-Relationship models to concern with
levels i and ii.
The problem we face with modeling XML structures is that a lot of the design is driven
by the fact that the underlying representation is in XML, and hence hierarchical. One of
the challenges posed in this paper focuses on letting go of the enforced data structures,
representation, and access paths.
To be consistent with software engineering methodologies, we present the requirements
under two subcategories: functional requirements that are essential for the application to
incorporate; and non-functional requirements that would likely be important to achieve, although not absolutely critical.
1. Functional Requirements
R1. Structure and Access-path Independence: As described earlier, one of the
biggest challenges in the design of a conceptual model is to ensure that the basics
of the model are not influenced by the underlying structure or access paths, but
reflects only the conceptual components of the data.
R2. Reflection of the Mental Model: To be consistent with Chen’s modeling levels, the conceptual model must be consistent with the designer’s mental concept of
objects and their associations. Although the model we are proposing is ultimately
for use with XML, most conceptual structures are not hierarchical, and hence the
model should allow non-hierarchical structures.
R3. Modeling of constraints: The model must provide a methodology for expressing constraints that govern the data - such constraints may include cardinality/arity constraints, uniqueness constraints, ordering constraints, etc. At the
functional level, only constraints integral to the data representation should be included.
R4. Formal development: The model should not be developed ad-hoc but should be
based on a formal foundation. This indicates that it should be possible to formally
define component of the model and express the underlying concept logically.
2. Non-functional Requirements
For non-functional requirements, we include two types of requirements that are brought
forth because of the domain of documents and the nuances documents bring in the
model, and also ensure that the model is user-friendly.
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User-Centric Requirements Realizing that conceptual models are primarily used
for design and presentation, usability of the model would be a high priority, and hence
some of the requirements must be from the users’ perspective.
R5. Graphical Notation: In order to be user-friendly, the model must use consistent graphical notations for model components that can be easily created using
specialized or generic design tools.
Document-Centric Requirements Of course, since the model is ultimately for XML
documents, some document-specific and XML-specific characteristics may need to be
explicitly handled which can be specified with or without the use of constraints.
R6. Textual nuances: For representing documents that may require textual characteristics such as mixed content, reusable content, as well as open content should
be supported.
R7. XML-specific characteristics: Often it might be necessary to incorporate specific characteristics of XML in the model, e.g., namespaces, parameter entities,
references/links.

5

Base Models

The earlier discussion on the functional requirements indicates that a new way of thinking
about document structures may be necessary in order to conceptualize the structures. It
is true that formal models for XML exist, and some amount of work has gone into the
development of the Document Object Model (DOM) [36] and the XQuery formal semantics
[18] models. However, all of these models use a highly dedicated tree-based structure, and
require an access-driven thinking process which we are trying to avoid.
In this section we propose three related concepts that form the basis of a conceptual model
for documents. We discuss three basic components of this model — a conceptual component
representing the designers’ mental image of the structure, a formal component developing the
formal basis of the structure, and finally a logical component further formalizing the concepts,
their associations, and constraints on them.

5.1

Modeling the Mental World

Capturing the mental model of the designers is a difficult problem, specifically within the
scope of XML, because of its structural complexity and close link to a hierarchical structure.
In order to think different from the tree structure, we make a first effort at developing a
conceptual model based on the Entity-Relationship model [10], although the dependency on
the ER model may need to be reduced in the future.
In an earlier work [47], we introduced Extensible Entity Relationship (XER), a graphically
oriented conceptual modeling technique that attempts to graphically capture different concepts of XML. XER is based on the ER model, although it would be inaccurate to identify
XER as an extension of the ER model. XER uses the ER concepts with somewhat varied
semantics to enable the capability of capturing complex and heterogeneous types with the
potential ordering constraints. The XER model includes all the basic constructs of the ER
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model, and some new constructs of its own. The primary constructs in XER are briefly
described below. Complete description on XER is available from [47].
• XER Entity: The XER entity is the basic conceptual object in XER. An XER entity
is represented using a rectangle with a title area showing the name of the entity and
the body showing the attributes. XER attributes are properties of entities and can
be atomic or complex, potentially optional or multi-valued. Attributes are ordered by
default, and the ordering in the diagram is top-to-bottom. A XER entity can be of the
following types:
– A. Ordered Entity: XER entities are ordered by default. An ordered entity
indicates that the attributes in the entity must appear in the same order they are
presented in the diagram. An example of an ordered entity is shown below:

– B. Unordered Entity: Following the path of entity-sets in ER, XER also has
support for unordered entities (by placing a question mark (?) in front of the entity
name), in which all attributes are required but may appear in a document in any
order.
– C. Mixed Entity: Following the document requirement of mixed content models,
XER supports the mixed entity, in which both text as well as elements are allowed.
The mixed entity (as in the “mixed” attribute in the XML schema) is represented
in XER using a solid rounded outer rectangle as shown below:

• XER Relationships: Relationships denote a connection between two or more entities,
and are introduced in XER when a complex entity contains a complex element as one
of its sub-elements. Relationships can be one-to-one, one-to-many or many-to-many.
The cardinality of relationships is equivalent to the minOccurs and maxOccurs tags
present in the XML schema. Relationships may or may not be named, and labels along
the connectors indicate participation constraints for a relationship and the connecting
entity. An example of a XER relationship is shown below:
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• XER Generalizations: The term “generalization” refers to the concept of having an
entity that can have different sub-entities (similar to an IsA hierarchy). In XER, a
generalization is represented using a covering rectangle containing the specialized XER
entities as shown in below. This is equivalent to using the “xs:choice” tag in XML
Schema.

• Other XER Concepts: Like the ER model, XER can also have weak entities, ternary
relationships, and aggregations having similar semantics. Due to space constraints,
these have been omitted. Figure 2 shows a complete XER diagram combining all of the
constructs described here.

5.2

Formal Model

Although graphical notations are user-friendly and preferred by designers, for highly complex
designs, they often prove to be the bottleneck in the process of understanding the design.
Moreover, graphical methods are extremely difficult to use for automated processing, because
of their lack of precision, and the presentation overload. It should be noted, however, that
the lack of precision is due to the chosen representation (graphical components) and not
the modeling methodology itself. Conceptual models can be represented in a more precise
manner using a more formal approach based on types, expressions, relations and constraints.
There is an abundance of literature recognizing the need for a such an approach to data
modeling [3, 49, 50].
Formal modeling methodologies, however, are characterized by reasonably moderate mathematical notation. In the absence of automated support for validation and maintenance, the
notation is prone to errors. This in turn limits the use of mathematical notation for conceptual
designs in a practical setting.
A first approach to the formal model is based on the non-first normal form (NF2) [29],
in which the First normal form (1NF) restriction of the relational is relaxed, and at the
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Figure 2: A Complete XER Diagram
same time, additional complexity of variability of structure is introduced. We call this model
Heterogeneous Nested Relations (HNR). A discussion on the complete HNR model is outside
the scope of this paper, however, a short discussion of the HNR scheme is given below.
HNR scheme Let the set A represent the set of all attribute names. Define an HNR
scheme D as follows:
Let A be the universal set of attribute names and scheme names. The HNR scheme for a
document is of the form R < A1 , A2 , . . . , An > where each Ai is either an atomic attribute or
a document scheme of a sub-document.
Types: The following are types in this language:
• Basic/domain type D
• Tuple type: If τ1 , ..., τn n ≥ 1 are types and A1 , ..., An are attribute names, then
[A1 : τ1 , ..., An : τn ] is a tuple type.
• Set type: If τ is a type then {τ } is a set type.
• Heterogeneous type: If τ1 , ..., τn n ≥ 1 are types then τ1 | τ2 | ... | τn is a heterogeneous type. Objects of such a heterogeneous type τ can be defined recursively
as:
n
DOM (τ1 | τ2 | ... | τn ) =

[

DOM (τi )

i=1

Subtypes: τi is a direct subtype of a heterogeneous type τ1 | τ2 | ... | τn . The subtype
relationship is the reflexive, transitive closure of the direct subtype relationship.
Paths: To traverse from one type to another type, we use the notion of simple path expressions (SPEs) containing constructs for traversal to named children and descendants
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from any given type. In the above definition, all Ai s are considered children of the type
R, and descendant is the reflexive transitive closure of the child relation.

5.3

Modeling Constraints

Constraints are essentially conditions set on the data and their associations. A graphically
oriented conceptual model is limited to basic constraints such as cardinality that can be easily
added as notational constraints to the graphical language, but in order to model constraints
in general, one needs a more expressive medium. We are considering a specification language
such as PVS [41] in which all concepts, associations, and even instances can be represented
using first-order logic notations based on sets. This aspect of the model will primarily be
useful for model verification purposes; something that will significantly influence the impact
of conceptual models in the design of XML-based applications.

5.4

Problems and Limitations

As mentioned above, a single graphically oriented modeling method is very difficult to achieve
for complex structures, and XER has the limitations of any predominantly graphical method
with respect to scaling and expressive ability. An XER diagram, even for moderately sized
schema, could be overly complex. The use of parameter entities in DTDs and named complex
types in schema simplifies the textual representation of the DTD or schema, but appropriately
representing such features in XER would require relationships created between the named
type and every entity its used in, thereby making the diagram overly complex. XML model
groups such as “ANY” is another problematic aspect, and presumably there is no graphical
representation that can appropriately capture the semantics of the “ANY” model group. A
formal representation does not have such issues, although it does suffer from the fact that it
is less user-friendly, and potentially not suitable for design and presentation purposes. One
question may naturally arise - why we need to use a formal method (or its equivalent in a
specification language) instead of the XML schema language itself. The biggest reason for
that is to enable logical processing that will allow automated reasoning and verification of
the model, and any constraints posed on the model.
Although individually limited, once a graphical and a formal approach are hinged together,
the combined power is sufficient for solving several of the modeling issues we discussed earlier.
The merit of our approach is that the basics of the formal model is equivalent to the graphical
representation, so any XER diagram can be easily translated to a formal representation, which
can then be augmented with the additional constraints for the complete model. A proper
design approach will require proper use of both techniques to be stable and expressive.

6

Related Work

When looking at related work, it can be seen that the different views of XML as described
in Section 2 and shown in Figure 1 need to be taken into account. For some approaches
towards XML models, the problem was mostly how to map the own conceptual model to
an XML logical model. Methods for this have been described by Shanmugasundaram et
al. [48] and Fernández et al. [26]. For these, XML is merely an implementation issue and
does not affect at all the conceptual layer. Strictly speaking, these approaches are not really
targeting what we propose in this paper, but they are interesting nonetheless, because they
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highlight the fact that XML schema languages should not be considered conceptual modeling
languages. Similarly, the inverse has also been done, using non-XML databases to store XML
data, as described for relational data by Florescu and Kossmann [27] and for ORM data
by Klettke and Meyer [31]. In this direction of mapping XML structures to a non-XML
logical model, it has become apparent that the mappings, though technically feasible, result
in solutions which are inefficient and hard to query.
The other way around, there are also approaches which try to map given XML schemas
(which are considered logical models) to some conceptual model. This group of approaches
deals with a problem that an application designer using some given conceptual modeling
language would like to integrate XML data which is described by an XML schema. Again,
in this group of approaches there is no attempt to create a conceptual model with specific
support for XML, but even better than the previous group of approaches in this group it
becomes apparent how hard it is to map some of XML’s native and essential features to
existing conceptual modeling languages. The ER for XML (ERX) approach by Psaila [43]
derives ER schemas from DTDs.
A third category of approaches could be identified as approaches trying to extend existing
conceptual modeling languages to also support XML-oriented features. Depending on the
language of choice to start with, the approaches take different ways, but in most cases the
starting language is relational in nature and needs to be extended to better cope with XML’s
properties of hierarchies, mixed content, and complex content models. Conrad et al. [12]
add features to the UML language to create a mapping between UML class diagrams and
XML DTDs. Eckstein1 and Eckstein [19] extend this work by making the transition to
XML Schema. Carlson [9] describes a similar technique for using UML class diagrams to
design XML Schemas. The Extensible Entity Relationship Modeling (XER) [47] approach is
described in Section 5.1 and is an XML-oriented extension of the ER approach. Similarly,
ER extended for XML (EReX) by Mani [39] and its underlying formalism XGrammar [38]
are attempts to extend the traditional ER model. The work by Bird et al. first focused
on ORM [5], then on UML [45], in both cases modifying the original conceptual modeling
language with constructs to better support the generation of XML Schemas.
As a fourth category, there are formal models which have been created to study some of
XML’s properties or properties of XML schema languages. While these models often have
a solid formal foundation, in most cases they have not been created with the intention of
designing a conceptual modeling language. Thus, these models often do not have nice “user
interfaces” in the form of user-friendly textual or graphical notations. Graph-based models
for XML have been described by several groups, all of the concentrating on the hierarchical
nature of XML documents. The Regular Rooted Graph Grammars (R2 G2 ) [4] approach has
been invented mainly for static type checking for the Xcerpt [46] query language. It is based
on tree grammars and extends the regular tree grammar model with references. What is
currently missing in R2 G2 is support for inter-document references. The XML Declarative
Description (XDD) approach proposed by Wuwongse et al. [52] is an attempt to on the one
hand describe XML documents and collections of XML documents, as well as XML schemas
such as DTD and XML Schema and constraints in general. X-Entity by Lósio et al. [37] is
another approach to extend the ER model with constructs specific for XML support.
Finally, work towards conceptual modeling for XML has begun, but is in its early stages.
The Conceptual XML (C-XML) approach be Embley et al. [20] looks promising, but is
1

Who changed his name after being the first author of the previous work [12] under the name of Conrad.
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still ongoing research work and only little information has been published so far. Feng et
al. [24] introduce a two-layer approach and call the two layers semantic and schema (instead of
conceptual/logical), the conceptual layer then is based on semantic networks. Their approach,
however, is tightly coupled with XML Schema.
Additionally, related work has been done in various areas related to the core idea of conceptual modeling for XML, for example in the area of intra- and inter-document relationships.
Fan et al. [23] propose a Unified Constraint Model (UCM) for XML, which is an generalization of XML Schema’s identity constraints. Working in a similar direction, Buneman et al.[8]
propose Keys for XML, with a special focus on relative keys.
Since the conceptual model language for XML will provide abstractions which eventually
have to be mapped onto concrete markup structures (as defined by XML schemas), it is also
interesting to what kind of markup design constitutes “good” markup. Working towards
canonicalization for creating “good” XML structures, Embley and Mok [21] have developed
an XML Normal Form (XNF) for normalizing XML markup. Using the same name but
a different approach, Arenas and Libkin [1] also describe how to normalize XML, their
approach uses BCNF as the guiding principle.

7

Future Work

In this paper, we propose a direction of research towards the design of a conceptual model
for XML structures. The proposed model differs from some of the current work in this area
by incorporating different levels of data model development, including structure-independent
aspects as well as document-centric aspects. In addition, we have identified some of the
research issues in this area, which will need to be addressed.
Once the graphical and formal models are established, this research will need to achieve
two main goals. The first, a critical requirement for any XML-based applications, is a methodology for translating the conceptual model to its logical equivalent, and eventually to XML
schema, and also for reverse-engineering existing XML applications to generate the conceptual
model. The second area of research would involve automated verification of models to ensure
that all requirements are appropriately fulfilled and all constraints are properly handled. The
work we have started doing on using the PVS system as a specification language platform
will allow us to use some of the theorem proving techniques built-into PVS for the purpose
of automated verification and validation of models. We expect several chains of research to
emerge from this area in the future.

8

Contributions and Conclusions

In this paper, we describe the case for conceptual modeling for XML. We argue that the trend
of XML to move towards the “center” of applications (as opposed to a pure exchange format)
already results and increasingly will result in an increased demand for modeling capabilities
beyond (i.e., on a higher level than) schema languages. While pure mapping approaches from
relational models to XML serializations have been sufficient in a world where applications
are inherently relational by design, XML-centric approaches to software design require XML
support on the conceptual modeling layer.
We claim that current approaches to conceptual modeling for XML have not yet brought
forth a convincing candidate. The main reasons for this are that some approaches are specific
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to their application areas, while others focus too much on keeping the preferred conceptual
modeling method of choice (in most cases ER or UML) and just extend it a little to cater for
some (and often not all) of XML’s specific features.
A successful candidate for a conceptual modeling language for XML would need to be
based on a well-defined data model, have a solid formal foundation which caters for XML’s
hierarchical nature as well as for intra- and inter-document associations, and provide graphical
and textual notations which are user-friendly. Because of the extremely wide area of XML
applications, we do not believe that such a language can be created by a single group of
researchers or XML users. Instead, a coordinated effort (ideally managed by some neutral
organization such as the W3C) should be made to bring together interested XML users to
work towards such a language.
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